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The absence of Foc in the clausal spine

Cartographic studies of the clausal left periphery (pioneered in Rizzi 1997) in various
languages have suggested the existence of a unique dedicated focus head creating a unique
dedicated focus position in the clausal left periphery. In Abels 2012 I showed that the
relative positioning of foci in the left periphery can be deduced from a version of Relativized
Minimality making the assumption of a dedicated focus head whose position is regulated
through local selection redundant. With the relative ordering of phrases in the clausal
periphery removed as an argument for the existence of dedicated focus heads, any argument
for their existence must draw on the typology of focus particles, on syntactic effects of focus
heads apart from their role in regulating the position of focal phrases, and from their role in
explaining the typology of clausal left peripheries.

To address these issues, I compare the typology of the relative positioning of question
particles and wh-phrase in wh-questions on the one hand with the relative positioning of
putative focus particles and focal phrases on the other. Unlike dedicated question particles,
which may or may not be adjacent to a moving or in-situ wh-phrase, dedicated focus particles
are always adjacent to the moved or in-situ focus they associate with; this suggests that
dedicated focus markers form a constituent with the focus and, unlike question particles, are
not situated in the clausal spine. This suggests that there are no focus heads in the clausal
spine. Dedicated focus markers form a constituent with the moved focus rather than being
attracting heads in the clausal spine. It follows from this analysis that particles in the clausal
spine that seem to mark focus but are not adjacent to the focus itself cannot be dedicated,
i.e., functionally restricted to marking focus. We expect them to have more generic syntactic
functions such as enabling movement or marking cyclicity. This expectation is supported
cross-linguistically.

Second, I show that while interrogative features in the clausal spine participate in selec-
tion both by being selectable and by inducing opacity for further selection, focus features
are systematically invisible to selection: they cannot be selected and fail to induce opacity.
This second argument suggests that a theory without focus features in the clausal periphery
is to be preferred on explanatory grounds over one with such features. A fortiori this entails
the absence of focus heads in the clausal periphery.

The assumption of such non-specific movement inducing features (or heads) in the left
periphery is, of course, the hallmark of analyses of V2 in Germanic going back to the Ex-
tended Standard Theory. To complete the argument against the assumption of dedicated
focus features, I therefore point out the weakness of all cartographic analyses of V2 that
fail to make the (fundamentally anti-cartographic) assumption that there are functionally
un-specific movement triggers.
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